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EXHIBIT 5

NATIONAL
SECURITIES
CLEARING
CORPORATION

RULES & PROCEDURES

TEXT OF PROPOSED RULE CHANGE

Underlined and boldface text indicates new text
Strikethrough and boldface indicates deleted text
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ADDENDUM A
NATIONAL SECURITIES CLEARING CORPORATION
FEE STRUCTURE
I.
TRADE COMPARISON AND RECORDING SERVICE FEES - represents the
fees to enter and correct original trade data.

A.

Trade Comparison:
1.

B.

Each side of each bond trade submitted - $0.85 per side.

Trade Correction Fees:1
1.

Listed Equity System Correction Fees:
Suggested Name Deletes submitted to the Corporation directly by
participants on T+1 - $.40 to both sides.

2.

Bond Correction Fees:
a.

All supplemental input after T (Advisory, As Of, Withhold) except for
Trades Deleted:
(1)
(2)
(3)

b.

Trades Deleted:
(1)
(2)
(3)

3.

C.

1

T+1 - $.60 to the submitter
T+2 - $.90 to the submitter
after T+2 - $1.50 to the submitter

T+1 - $.60 to both sides
T+2 - $.90 to both sides
after T+2 - $1.50 to both sides

Trade Rejection Fee: $.50 per bond reject.

Trade recording fees will be charged as follows on those items originally
compared by other parties, but cleared through the Corporation2:

Trade Submission Fees (see I.A. above) will be charged in addition to the Trade Correction Fees
detailed in I.B. Trade Correction Fees will not be applied on OCS, IDC and ACT input.
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D.

1.

Each side of each bond item entered for settlement, but not compared by
the Corporation - $0.85 per side.

2.

Each side of a foreign security trade entered for settlement, but not
compared by the Corporation - $.75 per side.

OBLIGATION WAREHOUSE
1.

Warehouse Fee for each compared item

$0.02

2.

Matching Fee for each submission

$0.75

3a.

Fee for each pending comparison advisory aged 5 days
or more (July through September 2011)

$1.00

Fee for each pending comparison advisory aged 5 days
or more (October through December 2011)

$2.50

Fee for each pending comparison advisory aged 5 days
or more (January 2012 and forward)

$5.00

4.

Fee to close an obligation and send to CNS

$0.20

5.

Fee to withhold an obligation from being closed and
sent to CNS

$0.05

Fee to apply mandatory corporate action events to
compared obligations warehoused in Obligation Warehouse

$2.50

Fee for OW delivery notification request advisories aged
2 days or older

$1.00

Fee for OW pending cancel request advisories aged
2 days or older

$1.00

Fee for each obligation closed due to RECAPS
(charged per RECAPS cycle)

$0.20

Fee for each obligation closed due to Pair Off
(charged per obligation side)

$1.50

3b.

3c.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

2

Trade recording fees for equities are incorporated into the Clearance Activity Fee set forth in II.A.
below.
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E.

Index Receipts
1.

Index Creation and Redemption Units - each side of each Index Creation
and Redemption instruction submitted for regular way (T+3) settlement $30 per side.

2.

Index Creation and Redemption Units – each side of each Index Creation
and Redemption instruction submitted for shortened settlement - $50 per
side.

*

*

*

*

